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"The Spring Buzz"



Introducing transport theme to the children helps them learn about different

sorts of transport. Our tiny tots of pre-primary wing were explained about the

theme show on transport. We pre-assessed their knowledge about the road

transport and took them further by discussing what are the different elements

and vehicles seen on the road. Children were shown the models of various

means of transport. The new vocabulary related to the transport was

introduced to them.The theme show helped the children understand the road

safety rules, speed breakers, traffic lights and zebra crossing.

A WAY TO GO –THEME SHOW



Children Observing the Theme Show



Students of spring board visited Priyadarshini Park as part of their field trip.

Field trips are an exciting way for children to immerse themselves in

education along with fun. The field trip benefitted to leave a positive and

lasting impact on children about the way world works.

FIELD TRIP

Kids having fun during the Field Trip



Go-Green activity was a great way for students of spring board to showcase

their environmental education, and engage the whole school community in

making a difference. The best activities offered opportunities both to teach about

an issue and also make a tangible impact on environment. Children were eager

to plant the saplings in the school campus and it was a great way to honor the

MotherEarth.

Little hands contributing to the Green Environment

GO-GREEN ACTIVITY



Little hands contributing to the Green Environment



Annual Sports Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm on February 3, 2018.

The school campus was overflowing with zeal, passion and excitement. The

students displayed a wide array of energetic and bouncy sports events ranging

from the Running race, Yoga, Hopping, Musical chairs, Lemon and spoon, and

Ball in the circle. They mesmerized the audience with their energetic

performances. Students and all the teachers were present to support the

sportive spirit of the students. The Sports Day ended with students singing the

National Anthem.

Sports Time –Inculcating Sportive Spirit

ANNUAL SPORTS DAY 



Sports time –Inculcating sportive spirit



Prize Distribution Ceremony 



Students from Primary wing took part in National Science Day in school campus

on February 28, 2018. The objective of observation of National Science Day is

to spread the message among the students about the importance and

application of Science. The event helped the students in improving their

scientific approach by analyzing different science models presented by them.

Little Scientists Observing the Experiments

NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY



Little Scientists Observing the Experiments



International Women’s Day is a global day celebrating the

social,economic, cultural and political achievements of women. The

event helped in throwing light on the achievements of a few inspirational

women who proved that gender is not a barrier in accomplishing the

dreams. The teachers and the students have conducted a few games,

distributed sweets and roses to the women in the school.

Felicitation to the Women by the Kids

INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATION
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